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On Haber's Minimum Term Rank Formula 
RICHARD A. BRUALDI 
A simple proof is given of a simplification of Haber's formula for the minimum term rank of 
matrices of O's and l's with a specified row and column sum vector. 
Let m and n be positive integers, and let R = (rlo . .. , rm ) and S = (Slo ... ,Sn) be 
non-negative integral vectors. Denote by ~(R, S) the set of all m x n matrices of O's and 1 's 
with row sum vector R and column sum vector S. For each K ~ {1, ... , m} and each 
L ~{1, ... , n}, let 
t(K,L)=iKiiLi+ L ri- L Sj. 
i<tK jeL 
Then [2, p. 82] ~(R, S) is non-empty if and only if 
t(K, L)~O (K ~{1, ... , m}, L~{1, .. . , n}). (1) 
Let A E ~(R, S). For K ~ {1, ... , m} and L ~ {1, . .. , n}, let A[K, L] denote the submatrix 
of A formed by rows i with i E K and columns j with j E L, and let A(K, L) denote the 
submatrix of A formed by rows i with i e K and columns j with j e L. For a matrix X of O's 
and 1 's, let uo(X) denote the number of O's of X and U1 (X) the number of 1 's of X. An easy 
calculation shows that 
t(K, L) = uo(A[K, L]) +u1(A(K, L». 
The term rank peA) of a matrix of O's and l's is the maximum number of l's of A with no 
two of the 1 's from the same row or column of A. Alternatively [7, pp. 55-56] p (A) equals 
the minimum number of rows and columns of A which together contain all the 1's of A. 
Ryser [6, 7, p. 75] has obtained a formula for the maximum term rank that a matrix in the 
class ~(R, S) can have ; a new proof of this formula is given in [1]. Let 
p = min {peA): A E ~(R, S)}. 
Then through a complicated derivation Haber [4] has obtained a formula for the minimum 
term rank p. The purpose of this note is to show that both the formula and its proof can be 
simplified. Our main tool will be the supply-demand theorem [2, p. 38] of network flow 
theory, although we could equally well reply on a theorem [5, p. 205] giving conditions for 
the existence of an integral matrix with constraints on its entries and row and column sums 
(which can also be derived from the supply-demand theorem). 
The term rank of a matrix does not change when its rows and columns are permuted. 
Hence we assume without loss of generality that the row sum vector R and column sum 
vector S are monotone in the sense that r1 ~ ... ~ rm and S1 ~ ... ~ Sn. Let k and I be 
integers with 0 ~ k ~ m and 0 ~ I ~ n, and define. 
tkl = kl + L ri - L Sj. 
i>k j", l 
The conditions (1) for the non-emptiness of ~(R, S) are equivalent to 
(k = 0,1, ... , m; 1=0,1, ... , n). 
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The following lemma is proved by Haber [3, pp. 31-32], but we include a simpler proof. 
LEMMA. Suppose there exists a matrix in ~(R, S) all o[ whose l' s are included in a set o[ 
e rows and [columns. Then there exists a matrix in ~(R, S) all o[ whose l' s are included in 
the first e rows and first [ columns. 
PROOF. It suffices to prove the following (a similar statement then being true with row 
and column interchanged). Suppose A is a matrix all of whose 1 's are included in rows 
i 1. ••• , ie and columns h, ... ,if. Suppose that p is an integer with 1,,;;;; p ,,;;;; m such that 
p ,e ib ... , ie and p < is for some s. Then there is a matrix B in ~(R, S) all of whose 1 's are 
included in rows ib ... , is-I, is+ 1. ... , i., p and columns h, ... ,if. To prove this, first note 
that since R is monotone, rp ~ ri,. Since p ,e ib ... , i., it follows that if row p has a 1 in 
column q, then q is one of h, ... ,if. If the 1 's of row is all lie in columns h, ... ,it, then we 
may take B to be A. Suppose those columns different from h, ... ,it that contain 1 's in row 
is are columns k I. ... , kt• Then row p has O's in columns k I. ... , kt• Since rp ~ ri" there exist 
columns q1. ... , qt such that row p has 1 's in these columns while row is has O's in these 
columns. If we replace O's by 1 's and 1 's by O's in columns qb ... , qh kb ... , k t of rows p 
and is, we obtain the required matrix B. 
COROLLARY 
p = min {e + n, 
where the minimum is taken over all integers e, [ with e = 0, 1, ... , m, [::: 0, 1, ... , n such 
that there exists a matrix in ~(R, S) having the [arm 
[ 
+~*l 
Let e and [ be integers with 0,,;;;; e ,,;;;; m and 0,,;;;; [,,;;;; n. Following Haber we define 
l/J (e, f) = min {tkt.f+12 + te+k2.1, + (e - kt)(f -It)} 
where the minimum is taken over all integers k1. k2' 11. 12 such that 
0,,;;;; k I";;;; e ,,;;;; e + k2 ,,;;;; m 
THEOREM. I[ ~(R, S) ,e l/J, then 
p = min {e + [: l/J(e, f) ~ te{, 0,,;;;; e";;;; m, 0,,;;;;[,,;;;; n}. 
(3) 
PROOF. Let e, [ be integers with 0,,;;;; e ,,;;;; m, 0,,;;;; [,,;;;; n. Consider the supply-demand 
network re,f with sources Xl. ... , Xm and sinks Y1. ••• , Yn and all arcs whose initial node is a 
source and whose terminal node is a sink. There is a "supply" ri at Xi (1,,;;;; i,,;;;; m) and a 
"demand" Sj at Yj(1,,;;;; j,,;;;; n). The arc (Xi, Yj) has a capacity c(Xi, YJ) of 0 if both e + 1,,;;;; i,,;;;; m 
and [ + 1 ,,;;;; j ,,;;;; n and a capacity of 1 otherwise. 
Since 2:;:1 ri = 2:7=t Sj> there exists A E ~(R, S) of the form (3) if and only if re,f has a 
feasible flow (that is, a flow satisfying the constraints at the sources, sinks and arcs). By [2, 
Theorem 1.1, p. 38] re,f has a feasible flow if and only if for all I s;;{1, ... , m} and 
Js;;{1, ... , n}, 
(4) 
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FIGURE 1. The supply-demand network re.{. 
Let 1=11 uI2 where II s{1, ... , e} and 12 s{e + 1, ... , m}; let 1=11 uI2 where II S 
{1, ... , f} and 12 S {f + 1, ... , n}. Let complements of It. h, It. 12 be taken relative to 
{1, ... ,e}, {e+1, ... ,m}, {1, ... ,f}, and {f+1, ... ,n}, respectively. Then (4) is 
equivalent to 
1111(1111 + 1121) + 11211111;;3 L Sj - L rio 
jelluI2 ie1lul2 
(5) 
Set 1111 = kt.II21 = k2, 1111 = It. 1121 = 12. Since Rand S are monotone, it follows that (5), and 
hence (4), is true for all I = II U h I = II U 12 if and only if 
II f+/2 e m 
k 1(l1 + 12) + k2/1;;3 L Sj + L Sj - L ri - L ri (6) 
j~1 j~f+l i~kl+l i~e+k2+1 
for all integers k 1, k2, It. 12 satisfying 0,,;;; kl ,,;;; e ,,;;; e + k2,,;;; m and 0,,;;; 11 ,,;;; f,,;;; f + 12,,;;; n. 
Let K 1={1, ... ,k1}, K 2={e+k2+1, ... ,m} and K=K1uK2; let L 1={1, ... ,/1}, 
L2 = {f + 1, ... , f + 12} and L = Ll U L 2. Then (6) is equivalent to 
t(K, L) - k2/2 ;;3 O. (7) 
Let A E 9l(R, S) be partitioned as 
(0) (0) 
(1) (1) 
(0) -(1) 
K2 (1) (1) 
Then t(K, L) - k2/2 counts O's and 1's in submatrices of A as indicated above, while 
tklof+/2 + t e +k2./1 counts O's and 1's as indicated below: 
Ll il L2 i2 
2 (0) (0) (0) 
(0) (1) 
(0) (1) 
(1) (1) 2 (1) 
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(In the matrix above, 2 (0) means twice the number of O's in A[Kt, L 1].) It then follows that 
t k, .1+12 + t e+k2.I, - (/(K, L) - k2/2) counts O's and 1's in submatrices of A as indicated in 
L 1 · £1 L2 £2 
(0) (0) 
(0) -(1) 
(1) (1) 
(1) (1) 
Hence 
fkt./+12 + t e+k2.I, - (t(K, L) - k2/2) = fef - (e - k1)(f -11)' 
Thus (7) holds if and only if 
fk,.f+12 + le+k2.I, + (e - k 1)(f -11);;;' lef. 
We conclude that there exists a matrix A E ~(R, S) having the form (3) if and only if 
4J (e, n ;;;. leI' 
The theorem now follows from the previous corollary. 
Haber's formula [4] for p involves the function 
",(e,n = min {/ij: e,;;;; i,;;;; m,f,;;;;j,;;;; n}. 
Specifically, for 1,;;;; e ,;;;; m, 1,;;;; j,;;;; n, let 
H(e, n = min {"'(e,f), 4J(e, n}; 
then 
p = min {min (e + n, m, n} 
(8) 
(9) 
where the second minimum is over those e, f for which tet = H(e, n. As shown above the 
function ",(e, f) is not needed for the determination of p. Finally we note that our formula 
for p (as well as Haber's) is in terms of the entries of the (m + 1) x (n + 1) matrix T = [tij] 
whose entries are easily computed by a recursion formula [6]. 
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